
Self Brief

—For historical influences on my work, I have refernced Paula Scher and Paul Rand in 
my past projects, in my Tecaria project the logo mark was inspired by Paul Rand’s logo 
designs, the type set was inspires by Paula Scher’s typography, in her later designs, like 
Windows 10 and Citi Banks logo redesign, in my works I like a clean corporate look.

—As for media interest I would like to go further in digital like UI UX or digtal verison 
of maganizes. I wouldn’t mind working with print media as well, so I’m still open to 
work in both media. 

—The biggest weakness in my work would be the lack of UI UX, environmental, and 
zines, with me being on the older catalog I wasn’t required to take Zeromile, UI UX, 
or public space design. So I feel that my portfolio will fall short with the lack or those 
courses showing projects that are what employers seeking.

—In conceptual implications of my work, there are some projects that were for personal 
development of my craft, for example the 3 Identities, that project was meant for 
understanding shape by using the pen tool so having that in my portfoilo would not 
communicate well with potential employers.
 
—Issues that I want to expose through out my work, so far I really like identity systems. I 
have two projects that show the process of identity developement for an potential client 
and a start up company. So finding an employer that specializes in identity would be 
ideal for me.

A rough draft of my logo mark, I want to incorprate both 
sans serif and serif fonts into one mark.



1.  Tecaria: Branding & Identity

better battery, better world

Daniel Novak
Tecaria Co-Founder
303-483-3170
dnovak@tecaria.com

This is a Branding and Identity project that was a collaborative effort 
with Alexandra Miller. Our task was to create a new company that is 
involved with new technology getting into mass comsumption.

better battery, better world



2.  ICI Intergrated Health: Branding & Identity

This is a Branding and Identity project that was a collaborative effort with 
Jackie Peketz and Sean Finch. For this presentation we did a rebrand for 
our potential client, Ari M Hoffman his company Intergrated Care Institute 
was in need of a rebranding, we as a group provided several collateral items 
and website redesign. 



3.  Website redesign for an local shop

For this project I had to look for an local shop within the Denver 
Metro area and look at their website and redesign their home page 
and other sub pages using Adobe Dreamweaver.



4.  Client work-safety posters Eng & Spanish

My client was in need of safety posters, both digital and print With 
photography from 11th Door photography I created an 2 part 12 poster series 
with both English and Spanish text, with half of my clients workforce who 
speaks and reads Spanish, I made posters both in English and Spanish, also 
I created an black and white verison of the posters incase of areas that do 
not have color printers and televisions that broadcast the images.



5.  Internship- GlobalmindED

Will have more pieces as the 
semester progresses.

This piece was the interview 
work for my application to 
this internship. Had only 2 
hours to coplete this flyer 
about their upcoming events.



6.  black & white photography

This was a narrative of a girl being kidnapped by the Mafia for 
photography class. 



7.  North Korean defector kit

Inside of the booklet. Shows items and tells their 
functions for escape which places are safe and who to 
avoid and how to travel.

Here’s a look at one for the insides of the booklet 
showing icons of what come in the kit.



8.  Fonts as personas

This project was a narrative design project, I decided to create fonts as personas making the fonts characteristics turned into personalities 
as people. See what the font would look like as a person or personality. There are more pieces like Helevetica and Comic Sans. 



9.  Design research – food deserts

For my design research class I was paired up with Nadienka, Evan, Jacki and Jack. Our focus was food deserts in northern Denver area. Our 
approach to this problem is getting nonprofit organiztions like Growhouse and Denver Food Resue to advertise by either flyers, billboards, or 
radio ads to help communicate their services to the northern Denver. 



10.  Coffee Concoctions
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3RSWhy bother?

For this project it was in the class the Artist Book, I had 
to create a 12 edition book series. I made this book using 
both Iluustrator and Indesign, the book conatains a series 
of customers orders with snarky comments about each one 
through out the book. 



11.  Logo Marks 5 places
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A series of logo marks representing each location in Auraria Campus. For systems 
and Identities class, I would redo some of the logo marks and color palettes for this 
project. 



12.  3 Identities of self

This was the first project in systems and identities, taking 3 
pictures of our selves and drawing them into illustrator. This 
project shows a good process of development of craft, not 
sure if its portfolio worthy.


